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Task Description:

Megakaryocytes (MKs) and their progeny, platelets (PLTs), are dynamic effector cells with recently discovered novel functions, which bridge
the inflammatory, immune, and hemostatic continuum. Changes in bone marrow MKs, resulting in low PLT numbers, (thrombocytopenia, which
occurs in astronauts during spaceflight) are associated with dysregulated host inflammatory/immune responses. MKs and PLTs sense and
respond to environmental cues. MKs also differentially invest developing PLTs with RNAs and proteins that alter functions of newly-released
cells, influencing cellular and host responses. Surprisingly, there is a paucity of data regarding in-flight, long-term dynamics of MK development
and function, as well as PLT function and production. Given previously identified and published space-travel associated risks on dysregulated
inflammation, immune responses, thrombus formation, and hemostatic systems, filling this critical knowledge gap is important for the health of
spaceflight crewmembers during and after missions. Moreover, as other blood cells (e.g., red blood cells, leukocytes, etc.) may be altered by
microgravity, data generated are likely to contribute to our understanding of how spaceflight affects other hematopoietic processes. 
This proposal is based on our robust preliminary data demonstrating that conditions mimicking microgravity (rotating wall vessel culture,
RWVC) markedly alter human MK morphology and gene expression. We hypothesize that microgravity will re-program MKs and
newly-released PLTs, resulting in critical changes in their transcriptome, proteome, and alterations in PLT number and function. We will
determine how microgravity and space radiation conditions on board the International Space Station (ISS) alter human MK and PLT
maturation/production, gene expression (DNA, RNA, and protein), and cellular function. We will study in vitro human hematopoietic progenitor
cell (HPC)-derived MKs in Earth-based experiments under standard or microgravity conditions. In parallel, human MKs will be studied on the
ISS. Integrated, cutting-edge OMICS toolsets (e.g., RNA-sequencing and ribosomal footprinting [Ribo-seq]), comprehensive morphologic
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studies, and cell production kinetic studies will be used. They will provide unprecedented insight into adaptation processes needed for MK and
PLT function under conditions experienced by humans performing spaceflights. These studies will directly address crew health concerns that
currently limit human space exploration and will assist in developing targeted countermeasures. 

This proposal concurs with the major National Research Council (NRC) Decadal Survey Recommendations for cellular and molecular biology
studies using state- of-the-art tools coupled with systems biology, and for studies evaluating the physiological interplay of cardiopulmonary and
immune functions during application of spaceflight. Furthermore, we will address goals of the NASA Space Biology Science Plan 2016-2025,
including: (1) determine the effects of the space environment on DNA function, (2) develop a systems biology-based understanding of the
cellular and molecular changes to explain how gravitational changes in spaceflight effects organisms and causes phenotypic changes, and (3)
identify how spaceflight affects the ability of cells to generate and maintain their complex internal cyto-architecture, processes critical for MKs
and PLTs. 

  

Rationale for HRP Directed
Research:   

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

Results from the proposal o have immediate mechanistic implications for the development of countermeasures for unexpected clot formation, and
dysregulated systemic inflammation in ISS crew members. o may be broadly applicable to other cells, such as leukocytes, monocytes, and red
blood cells, that are altered in spaceflight settings. o allowing us to translate ex vivo findings into a relevant in vivo situation via comparing
longitudinal RNA expression studies in human PLTs and durable reprogramming of PLTs in astronauts (pre- vs. post-flight) mitigating
cell-autonomous changes only observed in culture systems. o Identified target genes across ground and flight, cell culture and astronaut projects
will be verified for functional and systems biology relevance by using cell culture CRISPR-Cas9 approaches. • Exploration Benefits o Advance
knowledge will help the development of countermeasures for unexpected clot formation, and dysregulated systemic inflammation in spaceflight
crew members. o Obtained data will be translatable to address known “ground-based” dysfunctions of human MKs and PLTs, may lead to the
discovery of new drug targets and therapeutic interventions, and initiate new research avenues. • Earth Benefits o Since results generated may be
broadly translatable to other cell types, such as leukocytes, monocytes, and red blood cells, the analysis data sets will be applicable to numerous
inflammatory and pro-thrombotic conditions observed in the medical arena. Furthermore, the direct comparison of ground-simulations and
ISS-flight experiments, and the integration of ex vivo findings will help in validating commonly used spaceflight simulation cell culture
conditions. 
  

Task Progress:

The progress and accomplishments will be divided into administrative/ organizational, and experimental tasks. 
• Administrative/Organizational accomplishments: o The flight hardware solicitation was posted, flight hardware was selected and kick-off
meeting happened took place on 07/13/2023. o The PI and Project Scientist prepared and finished the Science Requirement Document. o After
the PI team was granted IRB exempt status, travel and experimental procedures to and at NSRL were administratively organized, and NSRL
irradiation was performed. A rerun was granted by ASBCB, and is scheduled for Fall 2024. o NASA IRB approved our human subject research
application needed for Specific Aim 3. In addition, the University of Utah IRB accepted the NASA IRB as single IRB of record, while NASA
IRB accepted the University of Utah as a study site for aforementioned IRB. o NASA IRB was extended for an additional year. o Mini-ED and
crew briefing materials were submitted and approved. o Two flight crews were briefed. o The PI, the Project Scientists, and the implementation
partner are preparing the pre-flight testing review package. o The science verification test plan has been worked on, is continuously updated and
anticipated to be finalized in within this funding period. o Flight Mission Patch for MeF1 payload was designed, and is in production. 

• Experimental accomplishments: Since the flight hardware selection process was delayed for various reasons, several hardware-dependent
science verification experiments could not be performed during the last 10 month. However, since a flight hardware was assigned, such SVT
related experiments were initialized. These include, but are not limited to, biocompatibility and toxicity tests of the proposed flight hardware
using CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells. In addition, cell seed density and cell survival rate verification tests will be implemented in the next
months. Furthermore, experimental testing of microscopy capabilities, including clarity and bubble forming tests will be performed. Finally, the
impact of media changes and the implemented media change techniques on cell culture performance will be tested using the flight hardware
culture device. The following experiments were accomplished and generated valuable insights and data: • Experiments related to Specific Aim 1:
o Experiments using n=6 mobilized adult CD34+ hematopoietic stem cell cultures were performed comparing standard suspension versus
rotating wall vessel culture. We were able to demonstrate an appropriate increase in cell numbers, and stable cell viability. Flowcytometric data
were analyzed, as well as cell morphology and ability to form proplatelet extension by means of live-microscopy and confocal
immuno-cytochemistry. Cells were harvested and submitted to the University of Utah sequencing core facility for further sequencing analysis. o
Data gathered from the total RNA sequencing runs are analyzed and verification experiments targeting transcripts of interest will be initiated in
the next months. o The experiment simulating galactic cosmic rays (simGCR) was performed using the NSRL facilities at Brookhaven National
Laboratory. A rerun of the simGCR experiment (due to anomaly experienced during the initial run) was applied for and will take place in Fall of
2024. 

• Experiments related to Specific Aim 2: Several standard ground cell culture conditions need to be adjusted due to in-flight conditions on-board
the ISS. o During preliminary experiments, we detected that preserving CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells with RNAlater would result in a
dissociation of ribosomes from the respective target RNA sequence, and therefore, making ribosomal protected fragment sequencing impossible.
Extensive testing demonstrated that different strategies resulted in preservation of cells providing integrity of ribosome-RNA complexes (using
polysome analysis), and furthermore, resulting in RNA integrity numbers (RIN) well within the mission success criteria defined in the SRD.
Furthermore, cell cultures used for experiments described in Specific Aim 1 were preserved using such method, and post -sequencing quality
control variables demonstrated total read counts and read coverage being within the mission success criteria for excellent scientific return. o
On-orbit cell culture experiments will include morphologic studies conducted using live cell imaging approaches. Since the tubulin cytoskeleton
is a major contributor to regulated proplatelet formation, we selected different tubulin probes suitable for live microscopy for further testing. All
tested live cell imaging dyes can be used without additional washing steps per manufacturer’s protocol, which will significantly reduce astronaut
hands-on time. The experimental results demonstrated sufficient staining characteristics of the selected live imaging probes when incubating the
cells for different time points. In addition, using a 20x objective, we were able to readily identify detailed tubulin cytoskeletal structures within
proplatelet extensions. This test-series was completed, and an appropriate on-orbit live-staining protocol can be implemented. o On-orbit cell
culture experiments will require extended fixation of cells using paraformaldehyde (PFA) or alternative approaches. A series of experiments
demonstrated that CD34-derived megakaryocytes can be stored for 5 weeks in the appropriate PFA solution at 4?C while preserving morphology
and antigenicity. o After identification of the flight hardware, the PI team conducted cell growth / differentiation experiments using the flight
hardware materials (as provided by IP). CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells were in direct contact to such materials during the entire culture period,
and results were compared to standard lab cell culture conditions. CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells demonstrated tolerance towards being exposed
to materials which will be used for the experimental setting on board the ISS. Cells expanded as expected and demonstrated viability percentages
comparable to regular culture conditions, even when media changes were performed using syringe and cannula. Furthermore, proplatelet
formation was preserved, which was also verified by an unaltered performance of the tubulin live stain. 

• Experiments related to Specific Aim 3: The amount of whole blood which can be obtained from the human subjects in Specific Aim 3 is
limited, we performed preliminary experiments mimicking the experimental set-up planned to be implemented for Specific Aim 3. o Platelets
were isolated from healthy volunteers using whole blood volumes proposed in Specific Aim 3. Harvested numbers of platelets were suitable to
perform proposed experiments. 
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